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Dear Mr. Beaumont,
Thank you for your oustanding article on MI6 torture entitled 'I tried to expose the truth about
MI6 and torture but was lied to':
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/jul/01/torture-uk-intelligence-agenciesrendition-mi6-i-was-lied-to-again-and-again
I am a former Oxford Fellow and CERN particle physicist. My colleagues and I have been
investigating Secret Service torture for some time and have become victims of it ourselves. I
include the top investigators in these matters in this correspondence, namely:
1. Karen Melton-Stewart, ex NSA Intelligence Analyst and famous whistleblower
on Directed Energy Weapon assaults against civilian populations, who is also
being assaulted with those weapons,
2. William Binney, ex Technical Director of NSA, famous whistleblower on NSA
mass surveillance,
3. Kirk Wiebe, ex Senior Intelligence Analyst at NSA, famous whistleblower on
NSA mass surveillance,
4. Dr. Black, pastor and internationally known whistleblower on torture with
military bio/neurotechnology, who is also non-consensually implanted for torture,
5. Ramola Dharmaraj, investigative journalists and writer, and internationally
known whistleblower on torture with military bio/neurotechnology, she is also nonconsensually implanted for torture,
6. Melanie Vritschan, President of the human rights charity ICATOR which is
campaigning against bio-robotisation of living beings, who is also non-consensually
implanted for torture.
From our work, I can tell you that MI6 torture is not just proliferating, it is expanding

exponentially. What did not make it into your otherwise excellent article is that MI6 and MI5
are torturing thousands of innocent everyday citizens including children (!) in the UK and
Europe. I am one of their victims. The ladies on my investigative team are victims of similar
Secret Service torture in the US and Belgium.
I became a victim of MI6 as an undergraduate at Oxford. I was non-consensually implanted
with microchips for torture and sex abuse, which I only found out later. I started being covertly
harassed by them first as an undergraduate in 2000, later openly as an Oxford fellow at St John's
College from 2011 onwards. Then in 2016, I started being openly tortured and mutilated with
Directed Energy Weapons 24/7, torture that followed me from the UK to every country of
Europe that I visited.
I have taken MI6 to court in 2016 and watched helplessly as my court case was sabotaged. I had
3 hearings and I was tortured throughout the entire process with an attack straight after the first
hearing that made me collapse from pain twice, once alone in the hotel room straight after the
hearing, then later in front of my husband. I survived my first assassination attempt 3 days later.
After my 2nd hearing, I went straight to the offices of Private Eye in London. However, I was
lied to and turned away. They did not want to know - neither during the ongoing court case nor
in the 2 years since.
A few month later, I contacted your colleague Luke Harding, who was not just uninterested, he
even engaged in harassment theatre against me using an abuse routine that had been used by
MI6 in Oxford previously. I am afraid to say that Luke Harding is in my view a hostile MI6
agent - a conclusion reached not just by me but also by the KGB years earlier when Harding
was in Moscow (as reported in his own book 'Mafia State').
Despite the let-down with Harding, I have tried to reach out to the Guardian several times,
initially with my own case, then later for the thousands of cases that I have become aware of
when I became a full-time investigator into Secret Service torture. My appeal to the Guardian,
along with that of countless others have been ignored.
Mr. Beaumont, given your excellent article, would perhaps now be a good opportunity to start
reporting about the torture that MI6 is engaged in daily in the UK and elsewhere? Unlike MI6,
my colleagues and I would never lie to you and can provide you with enough information that
will make the Snowden revelations look like small fry in comparison.
You mention in your article:
"The insistence that our secret services “don’t do this kind of thing”, are bound by rules, by UK,
EU and international law, are “crown servants”, and in any case are bound by a sense
of decency."
Based on my own research, I can confirm that out of that list "crown servants" is the only
statement that is true. MI6 agents are in fact servants of the Crown CORPORATION, which
owns the extra-territorial tax-haven known as the City of London. The Crown Corporation
appears to be running organised crime worldwide. It is for that reason that MI6 agents behave
the way they do and are neither answerable to Parliament, nor are they fully answerable to Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. They are only answerable to the Crown Corporation as its servants
for life.
Should you be unfamiliar with the Crown Corporation, you can find a scientific paper by a

group of Swiss mathematicians that maps its public tentacles. The paper is knows as "The
Network of Global Corporate Control": https://arxiv.org/abs/1107.5728
But that as a mere aside. My main point of writing to you is to offer you and the Guardian
information on MI6 torture as it affects British people as well as European nationals every day
in the thousands, as well as expertise in the assaults and weapons technology used against the
victims.
Please do take up the offer. The number of MI5 and MI6 victims is rapidly expanding every day
and many are tortured to death or killed in cold blood. One example of this is Darrim Daoud the
innocent Iraqi resident in the UK who was killed in cold blood by MI6 in 2009.
Should the Guardian continue to refuse to report about the UK and European victims of MI6, I
should also mention that my team and I are preparing international court cases and we are also
planning to include mainstream media outlets as it appears that some might have been covering
up these crimes against humanity for a very long time.
Please get in touch with either myself or any of the people included in this correspondence. We
all have recognised credentials, are extremely truthful and very forthcoming with information
that needs to be published in the public interest and in the interest of national security of Britain,
the States of Europe and the US.
Yours sincerely,
Dr. Katherine Horton
Founder of the Joint Investigation Team US-Europe
Directed Energy Weapons, Military Neuro/Biotechnology and Systemic Corruption
https://jointinvestigation.org

